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Background: The core of the eukaryotic flagellum is the
axoneme, a complex motile organelle composed of -200
different polypeptides. The most prominent components
of the axoneme are the central pair and nine outer doub-
let microtubules. Each doublet microtubule contains an A
and a B tubule; these are composed, respectively, of 13
and 10-11 protofilaments, all of which are thought to be
made of tubulin. The mechanisms that control the assem-
bly of the doublet microtubules and establish the periodic
spacings of associated proteins, such as dynein arms and
radial spokes, are unknown. Tektins, a set of micro-
tubule-associated proteins, are present in the axoneme as
stable filaments that remain after the extraction of doublet
microtubules; they are localized near to where the
B tubule attaches to the A tubule and near to the binding
sites for radial spokes, inner dynein arms and nexin links.
Tektin filaments may contribute in an interesting way to
the structural properties of axonemes.
Results: We have fractionated doublet microtubules
from sea urchin sperm flagella into ribbons of stable
protofilaments, which can be shown to originate from
the A tubule. Using cryo-electron microscopy, conven-
tional electron microscopy, scanning transmission elec-
tron microscopy, three-dimensional reconstruction and
kinesin decoration, we have found that one protofila-
ment in the ribbon is not composed of tubulin. This
protofilament is an integral protofilament of the A tubule
wall, has less mass per unit length than tubulin and does
not bind kinesin.
Conclusion: Contrary to what is generally assumed, at
least one protofilament in the wall of the A tubule is not
composed of tubulin. Our data suggest that this non-
tubulin protofilament is primarily composed of tektins,
proteins that show some structural similarity to intermedi-
ate filament proteins. A 480 A axial periodicity within
these ribbons, revealed by scanning transmission electron
microscopy, can be related to the structure of tektin, and
may determine the large-scale structure of the axoneme
in terms of the binding of dynein, nexin and radial spokes
to the doublet microtubule.
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Background
Although bacterial flagella are built from many copies of
a single protein, the core of eukaryotic cilia and flagella,
the axoneme, is a complex structure containing multiple
copies of -200 different polypeptides [1]. A prominent
feature of the axoneme is the nine outer doublet micro-
tubules, each consisting of an A and a B tubule: these
provide a flexible scaffolding for the motor protein
dynein, which induces propagated bending waves in the
axoneme. Given the importance of the doublet micro-
tubules for the structure and function of the axoneme,
there is considerable interest in its precise composition
and the organization of its component parts.
Doublet microtubules can be purified from axonemes and
their substructure studied by fractionation into smaller sta-
ble components. Doublet microtubules from sea urchin
sperm flagella can be fractionated into A tubules by incu-
bation at 400 C, which solubilizes the B tubules [2,3].
A tubules can be further fractionated into stable ribbons
of three or four protofilaments by extraction with the
detergent Sarkosyl [4-6]. These protofilament ribbons are
composed principally of ox and 3 tubulin, tektins A, B
and C, and polypeptides with molecular weights of 77
and 83kD [7]. Extraction of these tektin-tubulin ribbons
with chaotropic agents, such as potassium iodide, potas-
sium thiocyanide or urea, yields a filamentous protein
fraction composed of tektins A (- 55kD), B (- 51kD)
and C (- 47 kD) in equimolar amounts.
Tektins A, B and C have been characterized extensively
[7-17]. Tektins have a high cr-helical content [9] and yield
strong or-type patterns by X-ray diffraction [10]. From
their sequences, tektins A and B are each predicted to
contain an -helical central rod of - 310 amino acids,
divided into four main regions that form coiled coils and
are interrupted by non-helical linkers [15,16]. The tektin
polypeptide chains are thus suggested to form extended
coiled coils, - 480 A in length. In all these respects, tek-
tins resemble intermediate filament proteins [14,15].
Tektins have been shown to represent a significant fraction
of the mass of the stable protofilament ribbon [7]. Anti-
tektin antibodies label fibrils (of diameter less than 50 A)
that extend from the ends of stable protofilament ribbons
[11]. Recent cross-linking studies have demonstrated that
the tektins exist as heterodimeric polymers that are longi-
tudinally associated with the ribbon protofilaments, with
axial periodicities matching the tubulin lattice [17].
Tektins are of structural and functional interest because of
their association with the particularly stable region of the
A tubule, near the binding sites for the B tubule, radial
spokes, inner dynein arms and nexin links [7,13]. The
current model for the outer-doublet microtubules is
based on their appearance in cross-sections of tannic
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acid-fixed material [3,18], in which the A and B tubules
are seen to consist of 13 and 10-11 protofilaments,
respectively, all of which are thought to be composed of
tubulin [19]. However, the resolution of this technique is
not sufficient to distinguish any possible chemical differ-
ences between the protofilaments, several elegant studies
notwithstanding [20,21]. This problem is relevant to the
localization of tektins within the microtubule. Based
upon existing data, tektins have been postulated either to
form thin fibrils associated with specific tubulin proto-
filaments or to form actual protofilaments [7].
In the present study, we have combined the techniques of
conventional transmission electron microscopy, cryo-
electron microscopy and scanning transmission electron
microscopy to investigate the structure of the tek-
tin-tubulin ribbon. As we will show, understanding the
structure of the ribbon provides new insights into the
organization of doublet microtubules and the higher-
order structure of cilia and flagella.
Results
Fractionation of axonemes
Axonemes can be fractionated into doublet microtubules
by dialysis in low ionic strength buffers followed by dif-
ferential centrifugation [1]. The ends of doublet micro-
tubules isolated from sperm flagella of the sea urchin
Lytechinuts pictus often show extensions of ribbons com-
posed of three or four protofilaments (Fig. la). Several
previous studies have indicated that the stable ribbons of
protofilaments originate from the wall of the A tubule,
near the junctions of the A and B tubules [3,4,6,9,13].
To substantiate further the location of the ribbon in the A
tubule, we examined specimens in which an.isolated A
tubule is opened out as a sheet of protofilaments (Fig.
lb). The intact A tubule, with 13 protofilaments, opens
into a sheet of 8 protofilaments, which then becomes re-
duced to 4 protofilaments. Within this sheet, the arrange-
ment of the protofilaments highlighted in Figure lb dis-
plays the same characteristic projected densities - the
different inter-protofilament spacings and lower density
of protofilament 3, as described below - as that of the
isolated negatively stained tektin-tubulin protofilament
ribbons seen in Figure 2.
Doublet microtubules can be fractionated with 0.5 %
Sarkosyl detergent into highly stable ribbons of defined
polypeptide composition (Fig. f) [7]. In L. pictus, these
ribbons typically consist of four protofilaments and occa-
sionally the ribbons decompose, leaving a single residual
protofilament or fibril (Figs c and Id). When the image
of the ribbon is projected onto a line perpendicular to
the protofilaments (Fig. 2a), the profile shows a larger gap
between protofilaments 1 and 2, and a lower intensity of
protofilament 3 than protofilaments 1, 2 and 4. Statistical
analysis of these results shows that the differences are
highly significant (Table 1).
K401 decoration
The amino-terminal region of kinesin has been shown to
bind to 3 tubulin [22]. We have used an amino-terminal
kinesin fragment, K401 [23], to decorate tektin-tubulin
ribbons and doublet microtubules. Figures 3a and 3c
show images of control and decorated ribbons; their
respective Fourier transforms are shown in Figures 3b
and 3d. The Fourier transforms of decorated ribbons
show the 1/80A intensity increased relative to undeco-
rated ribbons (compare Fig. 3b and d). The increased
1/80 A intensity results from the binding of one K401
molecule to each tubulin dimer (80A axial spacing),
rather than to each tubulin subunit (40A axial spacing)
[24]. Although the binding of K401 to protofilament rib-
bons is not easily discernable to the unaided eye in the
electron micrographs, the increase of the 1/80 A inten-
sity is indicative of kinesin binding.
The presence of other proteins, as seen on gels (Fig. If)
and in scanning transmission electron microscopy
(STEM) mass measurements (Fig. 4c), raises the possibil-
ity that some of the kinesin binding sites might be steri-
cally blocked, which could explain the low occupancy
overall of K401 molecules on the ribbons. As a control,
doublet microtubules (Fig. 3e) were decorated under the
same conditions (Fig. 3 g). Compared to undecorated
microtubules (Fig. 3e), the 80 A periodicity of K401
binding is clearly visible to the unaided eye (Fig. 3g,
white bars), and the increased 1/80A intensity can be
seen in the corresponding Fourier transform (compare
Figs 3f and 3h). Two additional factors contribute to the
greater visibility of K401 on doublet microtubules com-
pared to ribbons. The approximately seven times greater
number of tubulin protofilaments in doublet micro-
tubules compared to tektin-tubulin ribbons produces a
more defined 80A periodicity. Also, the binding of K401
to tubulin protofilaments along the outer edge of the
doublet microtubules generates features that are more
easily seen by the unaided eye.
Figure 2c shows the density of the K401 decorated rib-
bon when projected onto a line perpendicular to the
protofilaments. The profile shows an enhancement of the
two features seen in undecorated ribbons: a larger gap
between protofilaments 1 and 2, and a decreased intensity
of protofilament 3 relative to the adjacent protofilaments.
Statistical analysis (Table 1) shows that there is either no
or much less binding of K401 to protofilament 3, which
suggests that this protofilament is either not tubulin or
that it contains tubulin on which the kinesin binding site
is blocked by other proteins. One possibility is that the
binding site is blocked by tektins. In Figures c and d,
the exposed fibril, which has been shown to bind anti-
tektin antibodies [11,25], is collinear with protofilament
3. It is possible that the exposed tektin fibril is not itself a
protofilament in the ribbon, but is located above or
below a tubulin protofilament in the ribbon, and that the
superposition is not detectable in negatively stained
preparations. Because negative staining may introduce
artefacts as a result of the dehydration, adsorption to a
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Fig. 1. Electron micrographs of fraction-
ated doublet microtubules. (a) A field of
doublet microtubules, each of which is
broken down into ribbons that contain
three or four protofilaments. Scale bar,
1000A. (b) An A tubule opened into a
sheet of eight protofilaments, with the
stable ribbon of four protofilaments on
the bottom. The transition between the
13 and the 8 protofilaments is indicated
by *. The protofilaments, numbered and
highlighted by the white bars, show the
characteristic staining pattern of isolated
ribbons, with a pronounced gap be-
tween protofilaments 1 and 2, and a
weaker intensity of protofilament 3 (see
text). (c,d) Exposed tektin fibril within a
ribbon. Ribbons of protofilaments (num-
bered 1,2,3,4 above and below the pan-
els) that have been isolated from
doublet tubules with Sarkosyl occasion-
ally show a single exposed fibril (arrow)
at the ends of, or within, ribbons. These
exposed fibrils decorate with tektin anti-
bodies [111 and are collinear with
protofilament 3. The ribbon in (d) has
been decorated with the kinesin frag-
ment K401, and shows an exposed tek-
tin fibril extending between two intact
portions of a ribbon, which has appar-
ently twisted and flipped over, as deter-
mined by its handedness. The Fourier
transforms of microtubules have two
prominent, near meridional reflections
at 1/40A [24,381 that arise from the
front and back of the three-start helix
(see Fig. 3f). In contrast to microtubules,
the two-dimensional tektin-tubulin
ribbons will have only one near merid-
ional reflection (see Fig. 3b), thereby
permitting a determination of the hand-
edness of the helix and thus the orienta-
tion of the ribbon to the grid [381. On
this basis, it can be seen that the upper
portion of the ribbon in (d) is adsorbed
with the exterior surface of the tubule to
the carbon film, and the lower portion has flipped with the luminal surface adsorbed to the carbon film. These observations reveal two
important features: first, the protofilaments within the A tubule maintain their native subunit packing; and second, the stable fibril main-
tains an asymmetric position in the ribbon, within which the fibril is collinear with protofilament 3. (e) A field of ribbons imaged by
cryo-electron microscopy. The ribbons are imaged without stain and so appear with a reversed contrast (protein is black) when com-
pared with the negatively stained images. Three protofilaments are indicated by the white bars, and a fainter protofilament is indicated
by a broken line between protofilaments 2 and 4. Protofilaments can be observed more easily by looking obliquely along the micro-
tubules or ribbons. Scale bars for (b-e), 500A. (f) SDS-PAGE of tektin-tubulin ribbons and tektins from L. pictus. Lane 1, 0.5%
Sarkosyl-insoluble ribbons; lane 2, tektin filaments. Sarkosyl protofilament ribbons are primarily composed of and ,B tubulin, tektins
A, B and C, and polypeptides of molecular weights 77 and 83 kD. It can be seen that the ribbons also contain five lower molecular
weight bands, as well as a band that runs slightly above tektin B, and none of these proteins has been characterized.
grid and staining, we have used cryo-electron microscopy density (Fig. 2b). There is a difference of 4.3 standard
to examine further the structure of the ribbons. deviations between the peak projected densities of proto-
filaments 2 and 3 in the cryo-prepared ribbons, as com-
Cryo-electron microscopy pared to 2.4 standard deviations in the negatively stained
Cryo-electron mirographs of unstained, frozen-hydrated preparations, and a similar pattern of inter-protofilament
ribbons (Fig. le) show four protofilaments in certain spacings is seen (Table 1).
areas, but in many places only three are distinctly visible.
In areas where only three protofilaments are visible, how- The cryo-electron microscopic image is of unstained
ever, the width of the ribbons corresponds to the width specimens, and the density in the image is proportional
of four protofilaments. The projected densities of the to the mass of the protofilaments. Thus, the lower pro-
cryo-prepared ribbons show that protofilament 3, corre- jected mass of protofilament 3 reduces the probability
sponding to the location of the tektin fibril, has a lower that the tektin fibril is lying above or below a tubulin
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Fig. 2. Average projected density across ribbons from different populations of ribbons: (a) negatively stained, undecorated ribbons; (b)
frozen-hydrated, undecorated ribbons; and (c) negatively stained, K401-decorated ribbons. Individual projected densities were
obtained by projecting the density of a ribbon onto a line perpendicular to the long axis of the ribbon. The individual ribbons, under
the three different conditions, were aligned against a reference ribbon, using a least-squares fit for the intensity scale and horizontal
translation, and then averaged. Samples of 8, 5 and 18 ribbons were used in the averages for (a), (b) and (c), respectively. As shown in
Table 1, the difference between the mean projected densities of protofilaments 2 and 3, as seen by negative staining (a) is 2.3 standard
deviations, as compared to a highly significant 8.6 standard deviations seen in K401-decorated ribbons (c), or 4.3 standard deviations
in cryo-prepared ribbons (b). The relative difference in densities between protofilaments shows that K401 decoration significantly
enhances the differences between in mass of protofilaments 1,2 and 4 compared to that of protofilament 3.
protofilament at position 3, which would result in a protofilaments are rearranged by negative staining, as a
higher projected density for this protofilament. The sim- result of adsorption to a substrate or collapse on de-
ilarity of the projected profile obtained in ice to that hydration, and excludes substantially non-planar models
obtained in negative stain excludes the possibility that that have the tektin-tubulin ribbon originating from
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Fig. 3. Images of K401-decorated (c, g)
and undecorated control (a,e) speci-
mens; and computed Fourier transforms,
after straightening of the images. (b)
Undecorated ribbon. (d) K401-deco-
rated ribbon. (f) Undecorated doublet
microtubule. (h) K401-decorated dou-
blet microtubule. The arrows highlight
the 1/40A and 1/80A intensities. The
1/40A intensity arises from the axial
periodicity of the tubulin monomer, and
the 1/80A intensity from the axial peri-
odicity of the tubulin dimer 24]. The
binding of K401 to the tubulin dimer
[231 strengthens the 1/80A periodicity.
In (d) and (h), the 1/80 A intensity has
become greatly enhanced compared to
the same reflections in transforms of
undecorated controls. Scale bar in
(a,c,e,g), 500A; the white bars in (g)
indicate the 80A periodicity of K401
binding (see text).
protofilaments of both the A and B tubules. The spac-
ings between protofilaments 2 and 3, and between 3 and
4, in these ice images are comparable to the expected
values for the spacings between protofilaments in the
intact microtubule wall. Thus, models in which the tek-
tin fibril sits between protofilaments, but becomes an
artefactual protofilament after flattening and adsorption
to a grid, are also excluded.
STEM
STEM is an effective tool for determining the masses of
macromolecular complexes [26]. Specimens are prepared
for STEM by adsorption to a thin carbon film followed
by freeze-drying. A limitation of this technique is a loss in
specimen preservation compared to negatively stained
preparations. Thus, ribbons imaged by STEM (Fig. 4a) no
longer show clear protofilaments. In view of this, we are
not able to make a direct correspondence between indi-
vidual protofilments seen in STEM and those imaged by
negative-stain or cryo-electron microscopy. We have clas-
sified the ribbons based on their distinct widths for the
mass analysis. This classification produced four classes of
ribbon segments, corresponding to ribbons with widths
of four, three and two protofilaments, and single fibrils
(Fig. 4a). The non-overlap in masses among the four dif-
ferent classes in the histogram shown in Figure 4c indi-
cates that this method of grouping provides an accurate
means of classification.
The histogram of the mass measurements yields average
masses per unit length of - 7 500, - 5 500, - 4 000 and
- 550 D per A, for ribbons with four, three and two
protofilaments and for the single fibrils, respectively (Fig.
4c). The mass differences between ribbons containing
four, three or two protofilaments does not correspond to
the simple loss of a single tubulin protofilament, which
would be expected to be 1 250 D per A, as the observed
differences are - 2 000 D per A between four and three
protofilament ribbons, 1 500 D per A between three and
two protofilament ribbons, and -3 500 D per A
between two protofilament ribbons and the single fibril.
As described above, the ribbons consist primarily of oa
and 3 tubulin, tektins A, B and C, two polypeptides with
molecular masses of - 77 kD and - 83 kD [7], as well as
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Fig. 4. Scanning transmission electron
microscopy (STEM) of axonemal micro-
tubule ribbons. (a) Unstained, freeze-
dried ribbons imaged by STEM. Ribbons
are decomposed into those with widths
of four, three and two protofilaments,
and finally the residual fibril. Note that
the numbers are used to count the
protofilaments remaining, and do not
refer to the numbered protofilaments
shown in Figures 1 and 2 and the mod-
els. The images obtained by STEM can
be analyzed quantitatively. As the rib-
bons are unstained, the intensities seen
in the images are related to the mass of
the component proteins. Because of the
loss in specimen preservation compared
to negatively stained preparations, the
ribbons no longer show clear protofila-
ments. Therefore, we are not able to
make a direct correspondence between
individual protofilments seen in STEM
to those imaged by negative stain or
cryo-electron microscopy. Tobacco
mosaic virus (TMV) was co-prepared
with the samples (see Materials and
methods). (b) A subset of ribbons
imaged by STEM that were found to
have additional periodic mass at a fre-
quency of 1/480A. Lines indicate the
location of the periodic masses. (c)
Histogram from STEM measurements of
the mass per length ratios of ribbons
decomposed (as in Fig. 3b) into four
(red), three (blue) and two (green)
protofilaments and residual fibrils (pink),
with average mass per length ratios of
- 7 500, - 5 500, - 4 000 and 550 D
per A, respectively. (d) Mass density
along the ribbon in (b), obtained by pro-
jecting the mass of the ribbon onto a
line parallel to the long axis of the rib-
bon. The mass of the periodic compo-
nent was determined by integration of
the peaks, with an average of -82kD
per peak.
additional uncharacterized lower molecular weight pro-
teins. The STEM data therefore suggest that there is a
loss of these additional non-tubulin and non-tektin
microtubule-associated proteins as tubulin protofilaments
are removed from the ribbons.
The STEM images also display an axial periodicity of
480A in the mass distribution along the ribbons (Fig.
4b). As the underlying axial periodicities of tubulin are
40 A and 80A [24], longer-range periodicities must arise
from other proteins in the ribbon. The existence of a
480 A periodicity is noteworthy for several reasons. First,
tektin filaments have been proposed, based upon
sequence data, to have a length of about 480A [15,16].
Second, staining with a monoclonal antibody against
tektin decorates tektin fibrils with a 480A periodicity
[11]. Finally, a fundamental axial repeat of 960A in the
axoneme [24] has been found to be associated with
inner dynein arms [21], radial spokes [27] and nexin
links [28], and this periodicity may result from higher-
order tektin structures [16].
The distribution of mass along the length of the ribbon is
seen in Figure 4d, and the mass that appears with a 480 A
periodicity can be estimated to be about 82kD. It is
likely that this mass arises not from the tektins them-
selves, but rather from other proteins associated with the
tubulin and tektins, such as the 77 kD and/or 83 kD pro-
teins [7]. The tektins, however, could determine the axial
spacing of these other components. Multiplying the esti-
mated 480A length of tektin fibrils by the 550 D per A
from the STEM data suggests the existence of a complex
of 260kD, which would be the approximate mass of a
tektin tetramer.
The additional mass in the ribbons, beyond that attribu-
table to tubulin and tektin, suggests two classes of models
(illustrated in Figs 5a and 5b) that are consistent with all
of the results presented thus far. In Figure 5a, a ribbon is
shown to be composed of four tubulin protofilaments,
with a tektin protofilament sitting on top of protofila-
ment 3. Because of the additional protein mass (shown
by the rectangles), the projection of this structure would
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Fig. 5. Two different models of tektin-tubulin ribbons. In (a), there
are four protofilaments of tubulin (blue circles), with a tektin fibril
(red circle) located above the third protofilament. In (b), there are
only three protofilaments of tubulin, and the tektin fibril forms the
remaining protofilament. The additional proteins in the ribbon are
indicated schematically by the green rectangles, and the addi-
tional mass they provide could allow for the projected density of
the third protofilament to be less than that of the other protofila-
ments, even in model (a). Thus, both models could account for
the projected densities seen for the real ribbons in Figure 2.
actually show a smaller mass for protofilament 3. The
tektin protofilament, or the other additional proteins,
could also block kinesin binding to protofilament 3 in
this model. The model in Figure 5b, where there are
three tubulin protofilaments with a tektin protofilament
at position 3, would also generate a lower projected den-
sity for protofilament 3, and kinesin would fail to bind to
protofilament 3 simply because it is not tubulin. A three-
dimensional reconstruction of the ribbon could differ-
entiate between these two models.
Three-dimensional reconstruction
We have treated the ribbons as asymmetric objects to
generate a three-dimensional reconstruction from 12
views of negatively stained specimens. These views were
obtained from a single axis tilt series from - 50° to + 60° ,
in 100 steps, and ribbons were chosen for reconstruction
where the tilt axis was parallel to the long axis of the rib-
bon. To enhance the poor signal-to-noise ratio, we have
averaged sections together along each ribbon, and then
averaged the reconstructions of two ribbons together.
Each reconstruction, however, showed the same general
feature, namely the significantly weaker intensity of
protofilament 3. The final reconstruction shown (Fig. 6a)
is the averaged cross-sectional density of the ribbon. As
the averaging involves a search for translation and rotation
between subsequent sections, this procedure has allowed
us to correct for any twist, writhe or curvature of the rib-
bon along its length. This method has also allowed us to
assess the quality of the reconstruction, as very noisy data
will lead to random 1800 rotations between successive
sections (reversing protofilaments 4 and 1).
We have found that by first averaging together stacks of
50 sections (corresponding to 300A lengths), we can
unambiguously align the 10 averages obtained for each
ribbon. The x and z translations and the rotation applied
to each of the 10 averages obtained from within one rib-
bon are shown in Figure 6d. When smaller stacks of 10 or
20 sections were initially averaged, occasional segments
were found to have been averaged with 1800 rotation.
This suggested that the signal to noise ratio in these
smaller averages was too poor to allow unambiguous
alignment, and larger averages were used. As a test for
self-consistency, the projected density of the reconstruc-
tion was compared to that of the tektin-tubulin ribbons
used for the reconstruction (data not shown). The pro-
jections thus generated are quite consistent, and show
comparable relative intensities for the four protofilaments.
Fig. 6. Three-dimensional reconstruction of negatively stained tektin-tubulin ribbons. The averaged cross-section from reconstructions
of two different ribbons is shown in (a). Each reconstruction was carried out by dividing an - 3 000 A-long ribbon into ten segments,
and these segments were then aligned and averaged. The averages for the two ribbons were then averaged together. The three-dimen-
sional reconstruction of a model tektin-tubulin ribbon, after imposing the same limited tilt angles and resolution filtering as the real
data, is shown in (b); the model is shown in (c). The reconstruction of the real ribbons (a) is in excellent agreement with the reconstruc-
tion of the model (b), in particular with regard to the weaker intensity of protofilament 3, establishing that the arrangement of filaments
must be as in Figure 5b, and excluding the model shown in Fig. 5a. Inspection of the intermediate averages suggests that the decreased
density of protofilament 1 in (a) is consistent with varying amounts of curvature of the ribbons along their length, perhaps because of
spatial variation in adsorption to the grid. The areas of negative density on either side of the ribbon (a) are an artifact of the limited
angular range of the tilt series 39]. This feature also appears in the model (b), and thus does not arise from the accumulation of nega-
tive stain along the sides of the ribbon. The quality of the reconstruction can be judged by the ability to align adjacent segments along
the axis of the ribbon. First, stacks of 50 adjacent slices (extending 300A axially) were averaged. The averaged slices were then aligned.
The translational and rotational shifts needed to align 10 such averaged slices from the reconstruction of one ribbon are shown in (d).
The small rotations (within a range of ± 4°) and variations in z shift (within a range of 20 A over the 3000A length) would correspond to
small variations in the adsorption of the ribbon to the grid along its length, while the variations in the x shift (within a range of 20A over
the length) would correspond to a small curvature in the plane of the ribbon.
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Fig. 7. Models of doublet microtubules.
(a-c) Possible locations of the tektin-
tubulin ribbon, as modified from Linck
[7]. The doublet model is oriented so
that the side facing the center of the
axoneme is pointed upwards. Because of
the uncertainty in the location of the
ribbon within the A tubule, there is no
correlation between the numbering of
protofilaments of the A or B tubule with
the numbering within the tektin-tubulin
ribbon. Thermal fractionation studies [3]
of doublet tubules have shown that the
protofilaments of the A tubule adjacent
to the eleventh protofilament of the B
tubule are the most resistant to solubi-
lization. Based on these observations,
the possibility that the ribbon could orig-
inate from protofilaments 1 and 2 of the
A tubule, and 10 and 11 of the B tubule,
must be considered. Figure lb tends to
exclude this possibility, as the ribbon
can be seen to be part of a sheet, with
the location of the tektin protofilament
central to this sheet, whereas a ribbon
that originates from protofilaments 1 and
2 of the A tubule, and 10 and 11 of the B
tubule, would require the 'tektin' proto-
filament to be the penultimate filament
in any sheet. Similarly, as discussed in
the text, the cryo-electron microscopy
results exclude all substantially non-
planar ribbons that would be formed
from the A and B tubules (for example,
from A-tubule protofilaments 13 and 1,
and B-tubule protofilaments 10 and 11).
(d) Based upon our results, in all models of the doublet microtubule, at least one of the 13 protofilaments of the A tubule must be com-
posed primarily of tektin and not tubulin. One possible location for the tektin protofilament (red) is shown in this model within a stable
ribbon originating from the A tubule (blue). The tektin protofilament possesses a 480A axial repeat in the model that may represent the
length of the individual coiled-coil subunits [15,16], and this may generate the long-range periodicities seen in the attachment of inner
dynein arms [211, radial spokes [27] and nexin links [28], as well as a possible site for the attachment of the B tubule (purple).
A consideration of the resolution available, and the
amount of curvature within a 300A length 6f ribbon,
suggests that this procedure of averaging stacks of 50
sections will introduce a negligible amount of blurring. If
we call the long axis of the ribbon the y axis, the resolu-
tion of the reconstruction along the x axis is - 35 A [29],
while the resolution is lower along the z direction (the
direction of the electron beam) as a result of the missing
wedge of data. A consequence of this missing wedge is an
elongation of features along the z axis in the reconstruc-
tion. A model has been generated (Fig. 6c) and recon-
structed (Fig. 6b) using the same tilt angles, sampling and
resolution cut-off as used with the real data, in order to
judge the effect of the missing wedge and the available
resolution on our ability to distinguish between the two
models shown in Figure 5.
The reconstruction of the model shows a similar elonga-
tion of the protofilaments as seen in the real reconstruc-
tion, and reconstructions of the two models depicted in
Figure 5a and b show that the available resolution and tilt
angles can clearly distinguish between the two possibilities
(data not shown). The model (Fig. 6c) used to generate
the reconstruction (Fig. 6b) is equivalent to the model in
Figure 5b, but it contains just the four protofilaments and
accounts for only 60% of the mass of the ribbon. Thus,
there may be extra densities seen in the reconstruction
from the electron micrographs that are missing in the
reconstruction from the model. The most striking feature
of the reconstruction from the actual ribbons (Fig. 6a) is
the attenuated mass associated with protofilament 3,
which removes the possibility that the tektin fibril is
superimposed above a tubulin protofilament.
Conclusions
Our combined results suggest that, in flagellar doublet
microtubules, at least one of the 13 protofilaments of the
A tubule is composed not of tubulin but primarily of
tektins. The standard picture of the doublet microtubule
assumes that the protofilaments are all composed of tubu-
lin, therefore needs to be revised, and a model summariz-
ing our result is shown in Figure 7d. This model is based
upon the localization of the ribbon to one of the posi-
tions shown in Figure 7a-c. The presence of the tektin
fibril causes a helical discontinuity in the tubulin lattice
and creates a seam within the A tubule. Our data do not
exclude the possibility that the A tubule contains more
than one non-tubulin fibril.
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There are several reasons why this seam may be impor-
tant. First, the seam generates a unique point on the
circumference of the A-tubule wall, and this may deter-
mine the position at which the B tubule assembles onto
the A tubule. The formation of this seam could be an
initial nucleating event in the assembly of axonemal
microtubules, and the association of tubulin with tektin
and other associated proteins may account for the
extreme stability of the protofilament ribbons and A
tubules. Such a tektin seam may also generate binding
sites for axonemal microtubule-associated components,
such as dynein, nexin and radial spokes. The predicted
480A length of the tektin molecules may therefore be a
determinant for the axial spacing of these associated
components. Finally, if native flagellar A tubules have an
A-type lattice [24], then the tektin protofilament would
introduce a discontinuity in the otherwise helical surface
[30]; if A tubules have a B-type lattice [3,22], then
the tektin protofilament might be positioned where
the tubulin protofilaments would have a discontinuity
in their lateral bonding pattern [3,9], eliminating a
tubulin-tubulin discontinuity.
Materials and methods
Isolation of axonemes, doublet microtubules and
tektin-tubulin ribbons
Axonemes were obtained from the sperm of the sea urchin
Lytechinus pictus. Doublet tubules were prepared according to
Gibbon and Fronk [31], and tektin-tubulin ribbons according
to Linck and Stephens [12].
Negative-stain electron microscopy
Samples for negative-stain electron microscopy were prepared
on carbon-coated copper grids that had been glow discharged.
After a sample was placed on the grid, excess solution was
removed by blotting with filter paper. Then, samples were
negatively stained with 1% uranyl acetate and imaged with a
JEOL 1200EXII microscope with an accelerating voltage of
80 kV. Images were recorded at approximately 30 000 x
magnification and calibrated with the 23A helical pitch of
tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) particles that were co-prepared
with the samples.
K401 decoration
The ribbons and microtubules were first adsorbed to carbon-
coated copper grids. The grids were then inverted on a series
of drops of K401 solution with a concentration of 0.86 I.M in
an ATPase buffer [23]. The decorated ribbons were then
stained with 1.0 % uranyl acetate and imaged with a JEOL
1200EXII microscope with an accelerating voltage of 80 kV.
SDS-PAGE
Sodium dodecyl sulphate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
(SDS-PAGE) was performed under reducing conditions
according to the method of Laemmli [32]. Protein separation
was performed using a 7.5% gel, stained with Coomassie blue.
Cryo-electron microscopy
Ribbons were prepared as previously described [12]. Samples
were applied to holey carbon films. Excess liquid was removed
by blotting, and grids were rapidly frozen in a propane slush.
Grids were mounted in a Gatan 626 cold stage, and viewed
with a JEOL 1200EXII microscope with an accelerating volt-
age of 80kV, under minimal dose conditions, with no expo-
sure to the beam at high magnification prior to recording.
Images were recorded at - 30000 x magnification.
Image analysis
Electron micrographs were scanned with an Eikonik 78/99
digital camera, resulting in a sampling of 6A per pixel.
Images of doublet microtubules and ribbons were corrected for
curvature [33]. Fourier transforms were obtained using a Sky
Warrior array processor, running on a VAX 3200.
STEM
The tektin-tubulin ribbons were freeze-dried and imaged by a
dark-field method in the Brookhaven National Laboratory
Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy Facility [26,34].
Mass analysis was performed at the University of Minnesota.
TMV was used as an internal mass standard. The known mag-
nification of the scanning transmission microscope (10A per
pixel) was used for the length scale. Approximately 20 differ-
ent STEM image fields were used for the analysis, with each
field containing typically several ribbons.
Three-dimensional reconstruction
Negatively stained samples of tektin-tubulin ribbons used for
tilt series were prepared as described above. Micrographs were
recorded at - 30000 x magnification from - 500 to + 600, at
10° intervals. Ribbons that were parallel to the tilt axis were
selected for tomographic reconstructions. These were digitized
into 70 x 512 pixel arrays with an approximate sampling of
6 A per pixel.
Translational alignment of the tilt series images, beginning with
the 0° tilt image, was performed using a cross-correlation pro-
cedure [35]. The three-dimensional reconstruction was carried
out using a weighted back projection technique [36], with a
filter limiting resolution to 3() A. The resulting reconstructions
were contained in a volume of 70 x 70 x 512 pixels, with the
last dimension extending along the length of the tektin-tubulin
ribbon. Fifty adjacent 7) x 70 pixel sections were averaged
together in each reconstruction. The resulting 10 averaged
sections were then aligned using a reference-free algorithm
[37]. This procedure was independently executed on two dif-
ferent ribbons and the results were very similar. The averaged
cross-sections from each reconstruction were then averaged
together.
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